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Staff Connections

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to All!
Kerry Boyd, Superintendent

I take this opportunity to wish you a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 2021! I hope the holiday season is filled with some
good cheer and wonderful family time for each of you. YKSD has been
fortunate to have in-person learning for our schools for most of the year

and we plan to finish out the second semester with in-person learning.
During our student and staff celebrations, the students are recognized for
their hard work and for attending school with all of the new mitigation
plans in place. We have been fortunate that we have had very few students who have tested positive for COVID-19 and those who have had it
have recovered. The community task forces have been vigilant to make sure every plan in place is followed to avoid the spread of the
virus.
The YKSD Regional School Board is continuing to advocate for YKSD to have complete infrastructure in place for internet services for
its families. Our students need to be able to have access to high quality distance delivered courses, especially during the pandemic. In
addition, the District is moving towards a five-year place to have its own Career Technical Program, (CTE), in Fairbanks for students
to learn about a variety of vocational skills. The District received a grant to begin our partnership with EXCEL Alaska, a program
many of our high school students are accustomed to using for career development. At the next board meeting near the end of January,
the board will be evaluating any extracurricular activities. Due to the pandemic and with the recommendation from the medical community, after school community activities are on hold.
If you haven’t had a chance to do so, please be sure to look at the art work your students have been working on throughout the year.

Their work is AMAZING! We anticipate even more opportunities for art during the second semester.
With the concern of ensuring education being the highest priority, YKSD is planning on offering summer school. With the pandemic
as it is, we are carefully reviewing what this may look like as we near the end of the year. Your principal will be providing more details
in March.
Thank you to all for continuing to support students in YKSD! We have all worked together this year like no other year I have seen!
Take time over the holidays to enjoy family!

Staff Winners
Duane Sipary, Teacher ~ Jimmy Huntington School ~ Huslia

The YKSD Regional School Board is pleased to highlight
Mr. Sipary is a dedicated teacher who has high standards for his students. He has over
the excellence
exhibited
by our
staffvillages
ands
students!
two decades
of experience teaching
in Alaskan
including
last year in Koyukuk.
Duane is a home grown teacher who grew up in our villages and does a great job for the
Yukon Koyukuk School District. The students of Jimmy Huntington School are lucky to
have Mr. Sipary!

Heidi Nickel, Teacher ~ Raven Homeschool ~ Fairbanks
Heidi Nickels shines like a star. She quickly adjusted to the fast lane of enrolling families in
the midst of our highest enrollment. She is dedicated, and continues to dedicate, countless hours to calling, emailing, researching curriculum, answering Facebook posts, and
troubleshooting to ensure families receive superior customer service. Her attention to
detail, level of questions, and commitment to always doing work correct the first time is
unmatched.

Student Winners
Kanye “Cooper” Johns ~ Minto School
Kanye "Copper" Johns is an 8th grader who is an all-around great student and young man!
Copper works hard at school and at home. He has great attendance and always comes to
school ready to learn. He participates in class discussions, completes his assignments at
school and at home. He always has a positive attitude and is a great friend to his classmates.
Copper deserves to be recognized for the wonderful person that he is!

Conlon Reshel ~ Raven Homeschool ~ Eagle River
Conlon Rishel, a 12th-grade homeschooled student, has repeatedly proven that you can be
a pillar in your community no matter your age. His heart for leadership has led him to become the president of the Raven Eagle River Teen Leadership Council and being promoted
to the position of 2nd LT. in the Eagle River High School ROTC program. Conlon volunteers his time by spending countless hours helping plan and lead Raven Eagle River Office
activities.
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Maintenance News

Ben McFarlane,
Maintenance Superivsor

SERRC has completed a comprehensive asbestos inspection and management plan for the Yukon
Koyukuk School District. This report is available for your inspection during normal school hours
(8:00a.m. – 4:00 p.m.) at the District Office and on line at: https://www.yksd.com.
As a result of the inspection performed by SERRC, asbestos-containing building materials (ACBM)
were identified and their condition assessed. The areas noted have been encapsulated, or
removed by the District. A long range plan for handling the materials has been developed.
An ongoing operations and maintenance program which includes periodic surveillance and
re-inspections has been implemented by the District and will remain in effect until all ACBM has
been removed from District facilities. Please direct any concerns to Gale Bourne, Director of
Facilities, at (907) 374-9404.

Happenings from the Director of State
and Federal Programs

Gina Hrinko, Director
of State and Federal Programs

Happy holidays from the Federal Programs department! This semester our department has kept busy
working on grants, completing grant reporting, doing our best to support your efforts,
and ordering supplies for your classrooms. This has definitely been a challenging first semester, and we appreciate all of your hard work and everything you have done and continue to do for the students and families
of YKSD! We hope everyone is enjoying the last few days of school
before enjoying a much deserved winter break!

Pre-K Christmas Packets: Please be on the lookout for the Pre-K

Christmas packets that were recently sent out to your school site. These
packets can be given to the Pre-K students the last day of school before
Christmas break if they have not been handed out already.

Upcoming Fun Events: We are working with an art studio to offer a

paint nite for district staff during the months of January, February and March. These fun evenings will be
conducted virtually. More information will be sent out in the beginning of January. We hope you will take
advantage of these fun evenings of painting. All supplies will be sent out to participants prior to the event.
Safe travels to everyone, and we’ll see you all in January.

Wishing you a wonderful holiday season!
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Kristi Burns,
Grants Coordinator

STREAM kits were sent out to Minto and Rampart. Each family in both sites were given dinosaur themed activities to do at home. Some of the activities were as follows: dinosaur math board game, sorting snacks according
to their shape, reading a story and doing a STEM activity with it. The older students created mini volcanoes.
All families at YKSD have now received their first semester STREAM kits. More to come next semester.

May each family have a very Merry Christmas and be safe!
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Patty White, Assistant Superintendent,
Distance Education and Assessments

This fall has been a busy time for District Assessments. We began the year with all students, grades
K-11, taking the Northwest Education Association Measure of Academic Progress (NWEA MAP) assessments, in September. We have completed these assessments 3 times per year for grades 3 – 12
for the past nine years. All MAP testing is completed on the computer and scored immediately, which
provides teachers with needed information right away. As an added benefit, the computerized tests
give our student experience with testing on a computer, which will be the testing method for the
State of Alaska Test, PEAKS, in the Spring of 2021.
To see your school’s data, the state had a new
website where you can see one school or compare
schools, go to https://education.alaska.gov/compass/
Upcoming District assessments include: MAP midyear testing January 19-Feb. 5; ACCESS test for
student with Limited English Proficiency in February
and March; the annual State of Alaska test, PEAKS
– March 29- April 30; and MAP end of year testing
April 26–May 13.
In order to start preparing for the PEAKS assessments in the spring, here are a few FAQs from the
state website: https://education.alaska.gov/assessments/peaks
I am a parent. How can I support my student in performing well on the assessments? Be
sure that your student has nourishment and a good night’s sleep before the tests. Encourage your student to do his or her best on the test, but to understand that it will not affect his or her grades in the
classroom.
I am a teacher. How can I prepare my students for the assessments? Can students study
for the test? The most effective way to prepare students for the assessments is to ensure that the
Alaska English Language Arts and Mathematics Standards are being utilized
in your instruction. Materials available on the DEED website include information regarding the format of the standards, resources that support effective strategies, as well as resources that help educators evaluate instructional materials. Student preparation resources are also available for educators to assist students in becoming familiar with the format of the assessments: both computer-based and paper-based. See resources on the
PEAKS webpage.
Please feel free to contact Andrea Nield at anield@yksd.com, 374-9424 or
Patty White at pwhite@yksd.com, 374-9407 if you have any questions or
would like more information regarding District Assessments.
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By Andrea Nield, Coordinator of
Student Support and Testing

In the spring of 2020 COVID-19 hit and schools across Alaska closed, at which time the Alaska Department of Early Development (DEED) submitted a request to the U.S Department of Education to waive
the PEAKS Assessment. The waiver was approved and as a result the spring 2020 testing was cancelled.
The Alaska spring 2021 PEAKS assessment window is set for March 29-April 30. Students will take the
English language arts and math assessments in grades 3 through 9, and the science assessments in grades
4, 8, and 10. All students will take the assessment on the computer.

MAPS Assessment

By Andrea Nield, Coordinator of
Student Support and Testing

The winter MAP window will take place January 19February 5, 2021. Students in grades K-2 will take the
reading and math assessments. Students in grades 311 will take the reading, math and language assessments.

Winter Sports

By Andrea Nield, Coordinator of
Student Support and Testing

As winter school sports go underway and many schools remain closed throughout our
state as well as continued travel restrictions, the big question across Alaska still
remains…. Will there be a basketball season? As of now ASAA has moved the start of
season to January 11 however we still have not determined how we will proceed.
Currently in each of our villages, including Fort Yukon and Tanana there are still travel
restrictions and gym closures in effect. The next Golden Heart Conference meeting will
take place January 6, ASAA board meeting January 11 as well as district board meetings. We will continue to
follow all district mitigation plans, village and CDC guidelines for travel in order to keep our communities
safe.

Teaching and Learning Department

Chane Beam, Director
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Denaakkenaage’/ Denakenaga’
‘our language’

K’etsoo Susan Paskvan,
Native Language Coordinator

November and December lessons have focused on parts of the body and weather. Students started the month by keeping a log of weather in November. Although we had quite a few schools out on lockdown this past month, we still
kept track of the weather. They are getting quite good on automatically replying in Denaakk’e or Benhti.
Shout out to Trinity K. of the Jimmy Huntington School in Huslia for sharing
her Denaakk’e lessons with her mother LeAnn Bifelt on social media. LeAnn
has been posting videos this fall of Trinity practicing, even though the school
was in lockdown.
If other families are interested in language activities, each household should
have a language kit that includes cards to play games like concentration and
board games.
How many ways can you sing Jingle Bells? There are eight different versions
in the two languages. I just think back to when our late elders must’ve been
translating songs along time ago, they were ingenious. I had the fortunate experience of witnessing elders and singers translating Silent Night into Denaakk’e.
The number of syllables per verse has to match the tune of the song. That is
tricky to do. I’m so excited for our students who are learning Jingle Bells, Silent Night, Little Drummer Boy and Amazing Grace.

Photo by LeAnn Bifelt

14th Annual Virtual Holiday Program
Congratulations teachers, students, and staff on another successful annual Virtual Holiday Program. You have
worked so hard to learn songs in Denaakk'e, Benhti, and English in two short weeks. Kudos to you teachers to
working with your students on their introduction, on placement of students in front of the camera, and singing as a
group. The students' costumes and classroom decorations were superb. It really added to the festivities.
We had several guests today: YKSD board member, Anne
Titus; Don Thibedeau with elder guests Eliza Ned and another
from Denali Center; Aaron Schutt and Tanya Kaquatosh of
Doyon, Limited; and Ann Fears from KRFF radio. Ann broadcast the program over the KRFF radio station. KTVF watched
the YouTube live and aired a snippet of the program on channel 11 and 13.
Baasee' to our Native Language Assistant, Holly Wofford;
Grinch (Breanna Semaken); Santa (Kela Gillihan); Elf (Patty
Hill), Native Language Coordinator, Susan Paskvan; and Mrs.
Santa (Kerry Boyd). Also, a big Baasee’ to our Technology
Director, Brad Kennon, for his assistance with the videoconferencing!

Link to the You Tube 14th Virtual Holiday Program

Link to the KTVF News Snippet
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Chelsea Hurst, Instructional
Technology Supervisor

December 7-11th YKSD students participated in Computer Science Education Week. Computer Science Education Week (#CSEdWeek) is “an annual call to action to inspire K-12 students to learn computer science,
advocate for equity in computer science education, and celebrate the contributions of students, teachers,
and partners to the field” (https://www.csedweek.org/).
YKSD students participated through an Hour of Code Event. Using Code.org activities, students learned that
computer science can be fun and easy for anyone to learn! YKSD students joined over a million students
worldwide in a global Hour of Code movement. Check out our YKSD schools on the Code.org map:
https://hourofcode.com/us.

Congratulations!
Congratulations to Judy Madros and her
class in Kaltag for being the first group to
complete the Hour of Code! They did a
fantastic job and I can’t wait to join the
Hour of Code with other classes across
the district!
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Morris White, Math Specialist
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Business Office News

Heather Heineken,
Chief Financial Officer

Food Service Bites

Rachel Spencer, Food Service Specialist

Every school year a student survey is conducted to get an idea of what they want offered in their local cafeteria. Below are the results from this school year; this data is taken into consideration when planning for the next school
year’s menu:

Top 5 favorite school breakfast items
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pancakes
Sausage links
Biscuits and Gravy
Oatmeal
Smoothies

Top 5 favorite school lunch items
1. Pizza
2. Chicken Nuggets
3. Tacos
4. Spaghetti
5. Burgers

Items requested by students to be included on school menu:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Starbucks
McDonalds
Goulash
Moose tongue
Donuts
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Counselors Corner

Cristina Welker, Direct of Special
Education and Support Services

Happy Holidays from the Special Education
and Student Services Department! Shout out to all
the Special Education Teachers and Counselors for
all your hard work! The partnership among all staff
is truly amazing to watch during COVID as we all
work together to ensure our students get the best
education and services available. We appreciate all
the flexibility with students and
staff alike and look forward to
seeing all you in the New
Year!

A Time to be Thankful

Jennifer Ingman, AK Grad Teacher

Coronavirus has impacted all of us and put an unprecedented amount of stress on families. We at AK Grad are so
proud of the way our students and families have faced these new challenges. Our students are continuing to work so hard and many have
already completed their quarter and semester courses and many more
are on track to finish before the end of the semester.
This is a year to be thankful for what we have and not what we get.
We are so thankful for the families that have chosen to take courses
with us. We are thankful for the creators of AK Grad and those who
have worked so hard to make the program what it is today. Moreover,
we are thankful that we already had a program in place that allows us
to support our continuing students and our students who are new to
homeschool.
This December, I would like us to focus on keeping our momentum
going and finishing the semester strong. Now is a good time to look at
the goals you set for yourself at the beginning of the school year and
see if you are meeting them. Reflect on how your school year has gone so far and what helps you be successful.
Also, be sure to stay in communication with your teachers and ask for help if you need it.

Happy Holidays from the AK Grad Team.

December
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Patty White, Principal

It has been an exciting month in the Hughes middle school classroom as we have traveled
the ancient world! The students immersed themselves in multiple cultures, creating handson art projects for each civilization:




Popsicle stick fans for Ancient China (with real lettering from Google Translate)
Persian rugs for Ancient Persia (marker on canvas with some fringe added)
Sundials for Mesoamerica/Aztec Empire (Acrylic paint on cardboard)
In science, the students have begun to explore energy in its many
forms, thermal energy being of particular interest. The students
have been allowed to choose any items from our art supply cabinet to create a mock home which will then be tested to observe
its energy efficiency. The kids received an introduction to mechanical drafting/design and
have been filling out a true test report for the experiment. Which home will hold its heat
the longest? Cardboard tubes with foam sheets? Styrofoam containers lined with straw and
play dough? Or a cardboard box with bundled paper walls and yarn insulation?
Oh, while talking about science, did we mention that Mr. Bellamy swung a weight from our
gym basketball rim towards his own head, like a pendulum? Luckily, energy is neither created
nor destroyed, so when the weight swung back, it stayed inches away from breaking his nose!
What is a landform? That was the focus in Mrs. Bellamy’s elementary
classroom for a few weeks. The students learned about the seven continents and the different types of landforms, both land and water
formations. Students created a narrative story with a fictional island
located in an ocean near a continent. The children also made and created
a salt dough model of their island with at least five landforms. They even
wrote a postcard home from their island. We had so many a-ha
moments!

For STEM we went on a journey to find the snow depth. Students estimated the height in inches and we went outside with rulers and yardsticks to find the actual
measurement. Students were able to measure and record their findings. We were able to find a depth of 17 inches
of snow. Wow! Afterwards, we talked about how data can be put into
graphs. The students felt a bar graph was the
best way to record our data.
We rounded out the month of November with
Thanksgiving projects. Our class has been learning about the Mayflower voyage to the New
World in 1620. We took a virtual tour of a
Mayflower ship reproduction and learned what
life was like in the New World. We even made
our own homemade candles and the students
learned how to hand dip candles too. The students learned why we celebrate Thanksgiving.
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Andrea Nield, Off-Site Principal

Hello from Kaltag School! We would like to wish all of the families a wonderful Holiday Season and a Happy New
Year. During the month of November our school had to implement our Covid Mitigation Plan and the students
moved to digital packets for 2.5 weeks. A majority of our packets were returned and the students earned prizes
from Hutletlsen. We would like to thank our amazing staff, families and students for all their hard work and support. This fall we implemented a student of the week program where students receive a voucher for $7 to be
used at the local Co-op store. Here are our students of the week for first semester.
Week of Oct. 19 ~ Avery Pitka & Jude Saunders
Week of Oct 26 ~ Tassie Nickoli & Clayton Neglaskn
Week of Nov. 2 ~ Quinn Alexie & Jonah Semaken
Week of Nov. 23 ~ Tiana Madros & Peyton Madros
Week of Nov 30 ~ Ahnalisa Semaken & Aiden Semaken
Week of Dec. 7 ~ Lawrence Nicholas & Kiersten Madros

Kaltag students perform at the YKSD virtual Christmas program .

Dec
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David Filby, Principal-Teacher

Let it snow! Let it snow! Let it snow! Rampart Students enjoy the cold and the outdoors as the
secondary students cross-country ski, and the elementary students sled on the many rises and hills in
and around Rampart.

Students were helpful setting up and getting acquainted
with the new powerful technology at Rampart. Students
have access to eSports computers including software
applications that relate to their learning objectives. In
addition, students will orient themselves to potentially
participate in eSports in the near future.

In addition to the computer technology, Rampart students
anticipate the addition of 3D Printing to the school’s technology with the addition of Makerbot Sketch printers. Rampart
School looks forward to this technology opening up many
creative and technical opportunities for students.

Rampart school moves confidently
into the Holidays, and looking forward to a ‘Rampart Reboot’ as we
enter into 2021!!!
Rampart School and students wish
Happy Holidays and
Happy New Year
to everyone else in
Yukon-Koyukuk School District!!!
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Michael Day,
Principal & Teacher

This past month we have had many of our students who have been home due to family members being in
quarantine because of travel. We have been very fortunate to not have had to do any distance classes for our
students. The Tribal Task Force ensures that our community is safe so our students can attend school. At
the beginning of the school year we had representatives from Inuk Bags come to our school and donate 35
backpacks that the students can color. On the 18th of this month we will be holding a contest on what the
students have done. Everyone is very excited about this.

Mrs. Washburn’s 2020-2021 Class

The pre-k through 2nd grade Ruby Ravens have been working very hard on improving
reading fluency and comprehension, working on number recognition, matching, and
math facts. We all made it to our point goal in Accelerated Reading! The time is going
by so fast that we celebrated fall and carved pumpkins, spent some time thinking about
what we were thankful for: our families, being safe, friends, and cousins and we are now
beading gifts for Christmas! Wow! 2020 is going by quickly.

Mrs. Titus’s Class

Mrs. Titus’s has been doing a fantastic job with her class. They are learning in leaps and bounds. She is also
doing a wonderful job as our reading specialist. She feels that we will see significant improvements in the
reading scores this year. She is also doing the Accelerated Reader program for our school and the students
are reading up a storm.

Mrs. Brown’s and Mr. Day’s Middle and High School Classes

Our high and middle school students have been working hard. Mrs. Brown’s class will be doing an egg drop
for physical science in the next few weeks and the students are extremely excited about this project. They
have been working with coding and the students are really enjoying themselves. While Mrs. Titus is doing
her Reading Specialist program, Mrs. Brown works with Mrs. Titus’s class. During this time period, the middle/high school students are taking Art with Rocky and they are enjoying it very much. They are producing
some wonderful drawings.
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Merreline A. Kangas School continued

Michael Day,
Principal & Teacher

Hour of Coding ice cream party (thank you Kerry Boyd) and volcanoes

In Mr. Day’s geometry class is doing very well and the students are learning so much more than they expected. In his woodworking class the students have been working on building model houses, this is very
time consuming, but they are sticking with it. They are also making coffee grinders, turning wooden bowls
and salt and pepper shakers.

Charles is ripping a board with the help
of Levi so he can start his coffee grinder.

Emmersyn is running a board through the
thickness planner so she can start her
coffee grinder.

Lilly is unboxing her model house kit and
getting ready to start.

Sharae is sanding the base of her coffee
grinder.

Ryan is starting his bowl, the wood
that he is using is Oak, Maple, and
Walnut.

Ryan almost finished with turquoise
beads that he inlaid
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Ella B. Vernetti School
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Brandy Henderson,
Principal & Teacher

Koyukuk students love to learn. They have been working hard and getting into the Christmas spirit.
Kindergarten through third grades students participated in an Hour of Code. Fourth through eighth
grade students have been busy decorating the school. They helped put up our tree and made handmade ornaments to decorate with.
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JudithWithers,Teacher

Students were learning how electricity works. In the photos below, they were investigating to find out
which materials are conductors or insulators. They were so fascinated to find out that even their own
bodies, water, and play doughs can be conductors!
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Andrew K. Demoski School
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Shaine Nixon, Principal

Students have been working hard in Mr. Healy’s science class building
replicas to scale of ancient catapults. Students used models to work
from but put their own twist on certain aspects as well as painted their
projects for battle. This week they plan on holding a competition to
see who has the most powerful catapult and who can project an object
the furthest. (Pictured) Vegas Kruger’s finished catapult. “The Santa
Slayer”. If he’s not on the Naughty list, he will be.

Ms. Nixon’s K-3 class worked with Mr. Morris White from the District
Office on the Basketball Court Math project. Students learned to measure distance using the court and yard sticks. It was a very interesting
activity. Mr. Nixon had to assist with Mrs. Nixon nursing a broken foot.

Ms. McKenna Nixon and her 4th and 5th grade students have
decorated for Christmas. They have been learning “Jingle Bells” in
Athabaskan. Wednesday they will participate in singing Christmas
carols to the AKD Jr. and High School students. They have also
made Christmas cards for their parents. I know they are looking
forward to their Christmas party.

Merry Christmas from Nulato
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Nulato Cookie Decorating!

Minto School
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Josephine McGinty,
Principal aide

Vicky Charlie, Principal

Students stayed after school on December 7th and 8th to make Christmas cards for the Minto elders who are
living in nursing homes and for the homeless in Fairbanks. Thank you to Miss Rose for leading the activity!
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Jimmy Huntington School
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Casey Weter, Principal

The Jimmy Huntington Huslia Huslers recently received their jerseys for League of Legends. We are a young
team that has been playing eSports for two-years. With daily practice, we continue to hone our game
knowledge and skills to compete in our state league. Due to COVID this year and state competitions being shut
down, we are participating in a regional tournament that includes teams from Alaska and Hawaii. eSports provides a great opportunity for students to participate in competitive sports that offer the same fun and exciting
atmosphere as traditional sports. Our gaming room is full of energy as players make all sorts of sounds of excitement and frustration as they complete or lose game objectives.
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Raven Homeschool

Kimberly Bergey,
Director

Raven continues to grow. We are welcoming late enrolling students daily.
Raven staff and our many parent volunteers have been busy hosting and supporting student learning through the many
activities that have been and continue to be offered this school year. Here is just a sampling of what we have been
able to offer even in times of COVID-19

Parents










Coffee Time
Homeschooling & Curriculum Discussion
Recess Club
Parent Training - Allotment Reimbursement 101
Raven Webinar
Parent Training - Progress Reports 101
Parent Training - Orientation
Parent Training - Acellus 101
Raven Enrollment Question & Answer

Students



















Quarantweenies Chat
Virtual Story Time
Field Trips
Lego K-1 2-5 and 4th - 8th grade
Book Club's (Littles, Middles, Teens)
Lego Club
Recess Club
Virtual Show-N-Told
Geography Club - US
Geography Club - World
Outdoor Club
Teen Study Breaks
Show and Tell
Battle of the Books
Teen Chats
Math Tutoring
Military Recruiters
Union Apprenticeship Information

Family Financial Portal is Coming Soon
Raven staff have been working on the development of the Family Financial Portal and we are happy to say it is nearing
completion. We should be able to share it with families very soon. A big shout out to Andie Levesque for all the
time and work she has put into this project! We are so very thankful for her expertise.
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Kimberly Bergey,
Director

Heidi Nickels ~ Fairbanks Advisory Teacher
Heidi Nickels shines like a star. She quickly adjusted to the fast lane of enrolling
families in the midst of our highest enrollment. She is dedicated, and continues to
dedicate, countless hours to calling, emailing, researching curriculum, answering
Facebook posts, and troubleshooting to ensure families receive superior customer
service. Her attention to detail, level of questions, and commitment to always doing
work correct the first time is unmatched.

Joy Shier ~Wasilla & Juneau Assistant Principal
Joy Shier’s leadership and collaborative efforts have been invaluable this year! Her
work with new teachers demonstrates her genuine care for each of the Raven employees she interacts with and supports on a daily basis. Joy’s efforts have directly
contributed to the cooperative working environment that exists in the Wasilla office.
Joy takes the time to listen and address individual concerns brought to her. She
serves as a role-model for other employees, sharing the benefit of her experience and
leading by example. Her excellence in training, her manner, and thoroughness have
made a significant difference in how quickly and how well new staff members have
integrated into their office community. Her dedication to supporting staff is a great
part of Raven’s success through this time of immense growth!

Raven Student Recognition
Bionka Bolger ~ Anchorage
Bionka Bolger is a 12th grader who has joined our Raven family this year after dropping out of school in the 9th
grade. Although her family life has been very challenging, she has brought a positive, can-do attitude to her schooling
this year that has gone well beyond our expectations. She has worked consistently and has surpassed her completion
goals. When she has questions, she promptly contacts her advisory teacher for clarification, help or advice. Her
grades are excellent. She is discussing her future and is looking into different possibilities. She would also like to try a
college-level class next year.
Further, Bionka is a kind and respectful young woman. She lives with her grandmother and spends a lot of time helping her out in many ways. Her grandmother cannot say enough wonderful things about her and how she has blessed
her life.
We are very impressed with Bionka Bolger as a beautiful example of a Raven student who is taking control of her
education and giving herself a renewed chance of success after a season of failure and hardship.
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Raven Student Recognition
Conlon Rischel ~ Eagle River

Conlon Rishel, a 12th-grade homeschooled student,
has repeatedly proven that you can be a pillar in your
community no matter your age. His heart for leadership has led him to become the president of the Raven
Eagle River Teen Leadership Council and being promoted to the position of 2nd LT. in the Eagle River
High School ROTC program. Conlon volunteers his
time by spending countless hours helping plan and lead
Raven Eagle River Office activities.

Aubrey Stacy ~ Fairbanks

Aubrey Stacy has signed her letter and is heading to
Northern Arizona University to play for the Lumberjacks. They play in the Division I level in the Big Sky
Conference. Stacy has been one of the top soccer
players in the state, showing tough around the net to
get many scoring opportunities.

Tate Colvin ~ Wasilla

Stig Cunningham ~ Juneau

Stig Cunningham won the first dive meet in September, then he broke his foot while diving and had to
be in a boot for 6 weeks.

Tate Colvin is a senior; this is his 3rd year with Raven. Tate has been able to keep an A average in all
of his classes. He has managed to make a schedule
for his school work and still be able to hold a part
time job. He is the closing grill cook, at his job, and
works between 30-38 hours a week. Tate's future
plans are to go to college for a History degree and
work in the same field once he graduates.
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Tracy Kurzenberger,
Family Liaison

This holiday season, as families embrace the challenge of social distancing, Raven Homeschool Fairbanks continues to provide interaction and fun activities for families to enjoy. The Raven Christmas Extravaganza
Event is our link to families. As our doors closed, our hearts opened up in different ways to help kids keep
their creative bug alive. This extravaganza is a 9-day event from 9-17 December, where kids participate in
daily activities. The results of their activities are being posted on our FaceBook page for their friends and
other families to delight in.
We kicked off our extravaganza with a Santa Beard countdown. With this activity, kids were encouraged to
fill Santa’s beard as they counted down the days to Christmas. Day 2 was the Mooseltoe book reading and
recreation of Poppa Moose as a Christmas tree. Day 3 was BINGO night and prizes when out to the winners. Day 4 kids experimented with Borax and pipe cleaners to create crystal candy cane ornaments. This
was an awesome activity that taught a bit of science too. Day 5 we explored tessellations and how shapes
perfectly intertwined to create larger shapes. Day 6 goes back to science exploration to trap a snowstorm in a jar. Day 7 we will be creating
fluffy snow slime with shaving cream colors and glitter. Day 8 we fill our
tree with salt dough ornaments to cherish throughout the years. And
finally, we bring ourselves to day 9 where we will be hosting a talent
show via BlueJeans so we can see our friends and families enjoy each
other’s company, smiles and laughter separately but together.
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Answers:

